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Glossary
Abbreviation

Term

EV

Electric vehicle

EN

Electric Nation

WPD

Western Power Distribution

CRM

Customer Relationship Management

GDPR

General Data Protection Regulation

EOI

Expression of Interest

PIVDCS

Plug in vehicle demand management service
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1 Introduction
This report details all participant communication and engagement updates for the Electric
Nation project from November 2018 to January 2019. DriveElectric handles all customerfacing activity for the project. This includes: recruiting, qualifying, processing, and
supporting the participants once the charger has been installed in relation to comms and
hardware fault resolution. Furthermore, DriveElectric is responsible for communicating
end-of-project information to all participants with this being the focus during this quarter
due to the project completion on the 31st December 2018.
DriveElectric completed installations on the project during July 2018, the final installation
figures and split between vehicle type and charger type is shown below:
Final figures for Electric Nation
recruitment/installation phase
Total responses
3156
Total EOI Sent
1268
Total EOI Received
955
Total Surveys sent
946
Total Approved
673
Total Installed
673
WPD Participants
14
Figure 1 – Final figures for the Electric Nation project recruitment/installation phase.

Row Labels
Crowd Charge
Greenflux Grand Total
Electric only (BEV)
157
158
315
Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle
(PHEV)
135
138
273
Range extender (REX)
36
49
85
Grand Total
328
345
673
Figure 2 – Split of installed participants over the two systems, Crowd Charge and Greenflux and
breakdown of vehicle type.
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2 Customer Engagement
2.1 Overview of Customer Engagement
This quarter DriveElectric’s main communication with participants was removing all chargers
from demand management. Once this was completed, the support team decommissioned
all chargers so that they operated as stand-alone chargers with the capability of charging at
the vehicles’ maximum charging rate, any time of day when plugged in.
To achieve this, a new ‘project end’ process was utilised and managed through the CRM
database (Figure 3). Furthermore, project end information was distributed to all
participants. This included charger warranty information, the new fault reporting process
and general project end information. These communications with the participants are
explained in more detail in this report.

2.2 Overview of Data Protection Strategy
DriveElectric continue to use Dropbox to store all participants’ survey information, including
photos, documents and participant agreements which were signed before the installation of
their smart charger. DriveElectric enquired to ensure that Dropbox is compliant with the
new GDPR regulations that came into force on the 25th May 2018; Dropbox was approved as
GDPR compliant.
To protect participants’ identity and sensitive information, all were assigned an ‘ENXXXX’
number when they passed the qualification process and moved onto their respective
installer. This EN number is used when communicating or transferring data to project
partners thus allowing the participants’ sensitive information such as name, address and
contact information to remain anonymous to all except for the partners who must have this
information. DriveElectric, Impact Research and the installers are the only project partners
who receive sensitive information. This participant information is stored on a secure
database with DriveElectric; the installers and Impact Research data is stored and managed
through Dropbox.

2.3 Overview of qualification
Throughout the project’s recruitment and qualification stage DriveElectric has amended the
process based on the participants’ feedback and lessons learned. It has been key to the
project’s success that processes have been able to remain flexible and adaptable to
changing circumstances. This has been vital in increasing the overall experience for the
participant to ensure it is as fluid and efficient as possible. No amendments were made to
the qualification process throughout November 2018 to January 2019 as all participants had
already been qualified and their charge point installed.
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3 Project End
3.1 Project end process
As the Electric Nation project was completed on the 31st December 2018, a new process was
required to manage participants exit from the project. For the EN support team and
DriveElectric to be able to manage this and give the ability to report progress to project
partners, a new screen was added into the CRM database. This screen recorded
information regarding status of removal from demand management, details of the status of
their ‘Project End agreement’ and whether they opted-in to stay in contact with their
PIVDCS supplier – Crowd Charge or Greenflux. This screen can be seen below in Figure 3.

Figure 3 – Project end process screen from DriveElectric’s CRM database.

3.2 PIVDCS project end ‘Expression of interest’
As part of the end of project process, a newsletter was sent to Greenflux and Crowd Charge
participants asking if they would like 1) Electric Nation to pass their contact details to their
respective PIVDCS supplier for them to offer demand management services in the future, if
available and 2) to maintain communications with their charger. To be certain that the
participant actively decided to ‘Opt-in’ and did not mistakenly sign up, a two-step ‘Opt-in’
process was utilised. Within the newsletter the participant had to first select the ‘Opt-in’
button which then processed them to a new screen where they had to enter an email
address which they would like to be contacted on. Furthermore, participants were informed
that they were able to unsubscribe at any point in the future.
Two expression of interest newsletters were utilised for all participants: one for Greenflux
and one for Crowd Charge participants. Figure 4 below shows a snippet of the newsletter
sent to Crowd Charge participants. Greenflux participants received an identical expression
of interest newsletter to this.
The newsletter was sent to participants twice with approximately a 10-day gap between the
first and second email. After enough time passed for the participants to ‘Opt-in’, the list
containing their name, email address they submitted, and charger identification was passed
to Crowd Charge and Greenflux.
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Figure 4 – EOI to Crowd Charge participants. Greenflux’s EOI was identical to this.

3.3 Demand management removal process
On the 18th December 2018, all participants were informed that their charger had had
demand management services removed in preparation for the completion of the trial. This
meant that, from this date, participants were able to charge their vehicles at their maximum
charging capability (either 3.6kWh or 7kWh) from instantly plugging their vehicle in (or up to
15mins on the Greenflux system). This communication was emailed to all participants by
DriveElectric.

3.4 Charger decommissioning process
Once the participant had been removed from demand management the EN team had to
decommission the APT chargers correctly so that they would be able to operate as a ‘standalone’ charger that would be free of any firmware faults. If the firmware is not updated to
the correct version the charger’s memory can get full thus ‘bricking’ the charging unit so
that it is unable to charge.
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APT chargers that are online were able to receive commands and subsequently be
decommissioned successfully; however, any chargers that were offline/unable to confirm
their firmware, the EN support team had to get in contact with the participant to ask them
to re-instates their comms so the team could ensure the correct firmware was installed or
to update the firmware. Participants’ chargers that were offline were contacted by the
support team via calls and email to request assistance in this matter. If after contact from
the EN support team the charger cannot bring the communications online, the Tech Factory
then schedule a site visit to manually reset the charger back to factory settings.
Participants that have not responded to the EN support team’s correspondence to
decommission their APT charger will be sent information on the cost that the Tech Factory
will charge them in the future, once their charger faults and requires the teams’
intervention. By this point DriveElectric, and the EN support team cannot be responsible for
the participants’ chargers’ faults.

3.5 Charger fault reporting/managing process
As the Electric Nation project is complete, during January 2019 all participants were
informed of the new process to report charger faults. Instead of the participants contacting
the EN support team, they have been informed they must contact their installer directly
who will record, manage and rectify the fault.
This communication was distributed via email to all participants and in the EN participant
January 2019 Newsletter. This email contained contact details of their installer and their
charger warranty document for their records.

3.7 Participant project end agreement
After DriveElectric established which participants had selected to remain in contact with
their PIVDCS, or not, the EN support team was able to begin decommissioning the charge
points and issuing the respective project end agreement. All participants are in the process
of being sent a project end agreement – the variant of the project end agreement is
dependent on the participant’s comms history and decision to remain in contact with their
PIVDCS, or not. Three variants of the end agreement have been created for both Crowd
Charge and Greenflux with an example shown below in Figure 5. Participants were informed
they must tick to indicate they have read the information points and sign it before returning
in to the EN support team.
Unlike the participant agreement they received before their charge point was installed
which they had to return before there charge point was installed, this end agreement has no
incentive as the project is complete. Therefore, if participants do not return their agreement
DriveElectric will not continue to chase.
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Figure 5 – Example text on a project end agreement distributed to all participants. Project end
information and future charge point faults remained the same on all variants.

4
4.1

Marketing Phase
Website

This quarter the Electric Nation website was updated to show that the trial has been
completed. This can be seen below in figure 6; other than this the website has not been
updated.
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Figure 6 – Update to the Electric Nation website showing that the trial is now complete (official
complete date 31st December 2018.)

4.2 Event Days
As the project has been completed, there were no events days during the quarter.
DriveElectric and EA Technology are in conversation regarding dissemination activities and
event days. However, plans have not been finalised yet.

4.3

Social Media

In relation to recruitment, social media are not used by DriveElectric due to the completion
of recruiting the 673 participants. However, DriveElectric does use social media as a method
for communicating and engaging participants if mentioned on Facebook or Twitter.
DriveElectric uses a monitoring system for Twitter via the company-wide internal instant
messaging application. This means that DriveElectric receives a notification if any user
mentions the Electric Nation tag. The EN team can then respond to the query in a timely
manner; this also ensures that DriveElectric does not miss any interactions with any
participants via Twitter.
This quarter there have been no major social media instances of customer
dissatisfaction/complaints. Although the project has official ended, DriveElectric will
continue to monitor social media channels and handle accordingly.

4.4 Participant Newsletter
During November 2018, DriveElectric issued a project newsletter to participants (and others
who opted-in for marketing permission). This newsletter informed participants of the
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following: to leave their charger and communication kit switched on, request to return any
outstanding market research surveys and finally information regarding the release of the
Crowd Charge and Greenflux update apps for Trial 3. Furthermore, this newsletter included
initial findings from the Greenflux app usage. The November 2018 newsletter was
distributed to 520 recipients with an open rate of 77.3%. The aim of these newsletter is to
keep participants informed of project progress while also increasing engagement with the
project on the lead up the dissemination activities, which are yet to be confirmed however,
are likely to be during Summer 2019.
A project newsletter was also sent to participants on the 23rd January 2019. This contained
information regarding decommissioning participants chargers, circulation of the final survey
by Impact Research, a reminder that a reward for the Trial 3 app has been distributed to
eligible participants and finally that participants must contact their installer directly for
charger point faults. This newsletter was distributed to 518 participants with an open rate of
79%.
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Installation Process

The final installation was completed in July 2018 so there is no update on installation
process.
A summary of the complete installation process can be found in the Electric Nation
Communications and Engagement Report July 2018.
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6 Customer Management
6.1 Complaint/positive feedback

Figure 7– DriveElectric’s complaint logging process.

Complaints and instances of customer dissatisfaction continue to be recorded under the
rigorous standards required for businesses regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
DriveElectric continues to use the above process with the CRM database to record, monitor
and manage the complaint through to resolution. All complaints are logged and managed by
Vicky Reed, Head of Customer Engagement. Positive feedback is also recorded within the
complaint log.
The number of complaints DriveElectric received has remained at a low level this quarter.
This is unsurprising as participant communication and engagement has decreased due to
completion of the installation phase.
One complaint was received this quarter; the participant was unhappy that they were
unable to be a part of Trial 3 thus not allowing them to gain an Amazon reward voucher. The
participant was unable to be a part of trial 3 as their charger’s communications were poor.
DriveElectric attempted to contact this participant to explain the situation and offer a
resolution, however, were unable to gain contact with the participant by phone as their
number is not in use. Therefore, a follow up email was issued however there has been no
response to date.
As the project is now complete DriveElectric is not anticipating receiving any further
instances of dissatisfaction. However, DriveElectric will continue to record any instances and
report accordingly. Any complaints or dissatisfactions DriveElectric receives that are of a
serious nature are reported directly to Ricky Duke, WPD’s Project Manager for the Electric
Nation Project.

6.2 Customer support line
The customer support line remains to be the contact for all EN participants to communicate
with the EN support team. Contact details for the support line are placed on the front of
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each charger upon installation. The support line offers 24/7 fault reporting with faults
logged with the DriveElectric team during office hours and an external recording company
for out of office hours. The out-of-office-hours messages are instantly forwarded to the EN
team. Then, if an urgent fault requires action DriveElectric can respond to the participant to
help diagnose the fault and inform the participant of the next steps.
During December 2018/January 2019, all participants were informed that if they suffer a
charge point fault the new process is to contact their installer directly who will record,
manage and resolve the fault as per the OLEV guidelines for 3-year maintenance support.
On the EN support line, a digital receptionist will explain the process and list the contact
details of all the installers, so they are able to contact them directly. An option will remain
on the EN support line to speak to a member of the DriveElectric team in the instance that a
participant does not understand the process or who their installer was.
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7 Fault logging and management processes
7.1 Fault recording process
All reported faults and enquires are logged within DriveElectric’s CRM database. This allows
each fault to be managed and assigned to the relevant team for resolution while also
monitoring the progress of the fault (Figure 8). When the fault is fixed, if possible, the
learning is re-used and communicated to the installers or comms team to reduce the
likelihood of the fault re-occurring. This learning is entered into DriveElectric’s weekly longterm fixes fault report, which is then distributed to the relevant party if the learning is
applicable.
This quarter the fault management screen with the CRM database has not been updated.
Figure 8 below shows the final version of DriveElectric’s fault management screen.
As the project has concluded, DriveElectric will no long be recording, manging or resolving
faults. Participants will be directed to contact their installer directly if they suffer a charge
point.

Figure 8 – DriveElectric’s fault logging/management process.
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8 App engagement
8.1 Crowd Charge
The Crowd Charge app which used a simulated time of use (ToU) tariff was distributed to all
participants, subject to them meeting the eligibility criteria this quarter.
Participants were informed via email that their app has been updated and their starting
balance was £10. Then, based on CrowdCharge’s simulated ToU tariff, when the participant
charged outside of the peak demand period, they would earn a reward, thus building on the
£10 starting balance. Alternatively, if the participant charged during the period that the
simulation registered electricity was expensive (during likely peak electricity demand during
16:30-20:00), the participant’s total would reduce. The participant’s total was not able to go
negative which would mean they owed money; thus the participant was unable to lose out
by participating in Trial 3.
Participants were sent updated user instructions explaining the incentives update and a ToU
explanation document which detailed information on how the reward feature operates;
Figures 9 and 10 respectively below show this.

Figure 10 – Crowd Charge user instructions (Trial 3).
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Figure 10 – Crowd Charge app update explanation document (Trial 3).

8.2 Greenflux
All Greenflux participants were informed that Trial 3 begun during October 2018, and that
their app would update automatically on a staggered roll-out over a few weeks. They were
also informed they were able to earn a financial reward from this update and that the
Greenflux app allowed participants to interact with the app to control their charging
preference (cost optimizing/time optimizing/balanced).
After Greenflux’s Trial 3 period, which lasted approx. 6-7 weeks, a snapshot of the
participant’s total reward balance was recorded on the 17th December 2018 (this coincided
with the same time demand management was removed from all chargers in preparation for
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the project’s completion.) This reward value was then distributed to participants during w/c
21st January 2019.
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9 Learning reference communications process
Throughout the project DriveElectric continue to assess, analyse and update processes with
the aim of enhancing the customer’s overall experience on the project. Furthermore,
DriveElectric reviews processes based on feedback from participants as this can be the most
valuable. All learning points and process updates are detailed within the Communication
and Engagement reports and the TRL learning log.
It is important that all project partners, and especially DriveElectric being the customerfacing partner, record not only processes that would be done differently, but also process
that have worked effectively and contributed to the success of the project as these could be
re-used in future WPD innovation projects.
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